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BEAS KUND TREK 

 
 

Introduction to tour: 

Beas Kund, a small pond is the origin of Beas River and is the base camp to the surrounding 

peaks of Himalaya, hence the paradise for mountaineers and nature lovers. It‟s one of the 

most fascinating treks gives access to high altitude terrain in short span of time where even 

beginners (novice trekkers) can take part and enjoy the beauty of Himalayas. 

Beas Kund, the name itself describes a link of Sage Beas. The legend is, at Beas Kund Sage 

Beas used to do meditation and used the water from the Kund (Pond) for his use. 

Beas Kund is situated in the lap of Dhauladhar Range and this trek is one of the most 

fascinating and scenic in the valley. You get a closer view to some of the 6000 plus meters 

peaks like: Sheti Dhar, Ladakhi Peak, and Hanuman Tibba. And you can also have a good 

view of the Pir-Panjal Peaks. 

 

Brief: 

Region: Manali 

Activity: Trekking 

Duration: 2 Days 

Season: April to October 

 

Sketch Itinerary: 

Day 01: Drive till Dhundi 2800m & Trek to Bakarthach 3350m. 

Day 02: Bakarthach- Beas Kund (3950m) -Dhundi & Drive to Manali & drop.  
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Highlights: 

 

 Lush green meadows of valley 

 Stunning view of snow-clad peaks 

 Beas Kund: Source of Beas River dedicated to Saint Beas. 

 

 

DETAILED ITINERARY 

 

Day 01: Drive till Dhundi 2800m & Trek to Bakarthach 3350m 

Report at old Manali campsite at 9am, we start early and drive till Dhundi Trekking point. 

Easy trail at beginning, later goes gradually at the beneath of seven sister peaks and hanging 

glacier are fascinating. Reach Bakarthach, you will enjoy the stunning view of Hanuman 

Tibba with its glacier spread down, Friend ship peak, Ladakhi and Sheti Dhar peaks, Manali 

peak, Mukar Beh &  Shikhar Beh are clearly seen during the trek, whereas toward the east 

Deo Tibba and Indraasan can be seen at far distance. 

Meals: Tea, Snacks & Dinner 

 

Day 02: Bakarthach- Beas Kund (3950m) -Dhundi & Drive to Manali & drop. 

Leave Bakarthach, after a while take a short steady climb to the point where moraine and 

boulder of glacier are to negotiated before reaching to Beas Kund, a tinny pond dedicated to 

Saint Beas who is said to wrote the epic of Mahabharata and is the base camp to the 

surrounding peaks. Trek back same way till we reach Dhundi and drive to Manali at 

Himalayan Frontiers camp site. End of services.  

Meals: Breakfast & Packed Lunch 

 

 

 

Cost Chart: Cost in INR: Group Cost  

 

Number of Person 10 Minimum 

Cost Per Person 3,000/- 

5% GST Extra 
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Cost Includes: 

 Transportation ex- Himalayan Frontiers camp site Old Manali  

 Vehicle type –Tata sumo/Tempo traveller or else  

 Meals: 1 Dinner, 1 Breakfast & 1 pack lunch 

 Experienced trekking guide 

 Kitchen team with all necessary items  

 Twin / Three sharing tent  

 Sleeping bag & Mattress 

 Dinning tent, Toilet tent  

 Only veg meal throughout entire trip  

 First aid box 

. 

Cost Excludes: 

- Hotels and meals in Manali  

- Beverages except boiled water while in camp 

- Medical evacuation  

- Tipping to Staff.  

- Refund to any unused services and no show at the meeting point  

- Any expenses arise due to unforeseen circumstances like sickness,  if 

anyone quite the trek by any reason, road blocks, l andslides, etc.  

- Items of personal nature 

- Note: Excursion to Atal Tunnel is subject weather condition or Govt. 

decision weather vehicle are allowed to stop near Tunnel points or not . 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. How To Reach: 

 

By air: Bhuntar at the distance of 50 kms from Manali, taxi can be booked on 

arrival and local bus station is at proximity of airport.   please note that by bus 

1h30 to 2 hours of journey.  

 

By Road: Manali is well connected to Delhi.   Overnight Volvo buses are run by 

Himachal road ways transport, Himachal tourism and private tour operators. 

Online booking facilities are available to book the tickets for the choice of your 

date. 

Arrival time of buses at Manali is between 8-9 am. Hence reporting time at 

designated place is 10 am. 

  

https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian0
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2. Briefing of the trip: 

 

Briefing of trip will start on 10 am on day of arrival, every participant is 

requested to be on time. Those missing the briefing will be not repeated for late 

arrivals.  

 

3. No Show of participant 

 

Those who could not reach timely on reporting day will be considered no show. 

No show of participant will enforce Himalayan Frontiers to either postponed the 

trip (if seat and trip available) or cancel their booking.  Those who considered 

non- shown please consult the terms and condition policies applied by company. 

To avoid such inconvenience, we advise each participant to reach Manali a day 

earlier the trek start and be on time to avoid delay of trek start.  

 

 

4. Things to be carried 

 

S.No. Items No.of items 

1 Water proof jacket type of gore- tax or else 1. 

2 Tee -Shirts (full sleeves) 2. 

3 Fleece Jackets / woolen sweater 

  

1 each 

4 Thermal inner suite (upper+ lower)  1 pair 

5 Trek paint, 1+1 

6 Poncho 1 

7 Sun hate (cap) + Balaclava 1 

8 Trekking shoes. (high ankle recommended)  1 

9 camp shoes or multiuse light plastic sneakers/ 

shoes which can be used to cross the mountain 

stream 

1 

10 Gloves I fleece, or 

water 

proof. 

11 socks 3 pairs. 

12 Sunglasses / Spare glasses or contact lenses,    

13 Head light. (torch or flash light with spare 1 

https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian1
https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian2
https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian3
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batteries) 

14 Sun cream, stick to protect the lips  1 each. 

15 toilet kit 1 

16 Camera with spare memory cards and batteries, 

(battery Charger can be used only in city/ town)  

You to 

manage. 

17 water bottle,  1 

18 walking sticks if one required,  1 pair. 

19 personal medical kit as per your medical 

advisor. 

You to 

manage. 

20 A light towel, A toilet paper roll - wet tissue 

paper. 

1 each. 

21 A knife (Multifunctional knife)- lighters 1 each. 

22 A large plastic bag to protect your clothing 

from dust and rain inside the rucksack,  

1+1 spare. 

23 fanny pack to keep safely your important doc. 

as passport, identity card, insurance paper, 

credit cards, money etc.  

1 

24 Ruck- sack of 60 liters + day sack of 20 to 30 

liters 

1+1 

25 Dry fruits and energy bars  as option 

 Above mentioned items should preferably be packed in a rucksack that is  easier 

to carry. Please do handle the plastic/polythene bags and don‟t carry any 

disposable items, ornaments and other valuables.  

 

5. Booking 

 

All booking for the tours/treks is made with Himalayan Frontiers, herein after 

referred to as „the company‟ and are subject to the conditions:  

the person signing the booking form accepts the conditions and is hereafter 

referred to as the client.  

 

6. Liability 

 

The Company cannot be made liable for the consequences of weather condition, 

flight cancellations, war or threat of civil war, strikes, industrial action, political 

unrest or any other force majeure, unusual or unforeseen circumstance. The 

company reserves the right to use alternate transport, or vary the itinerary if 

https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian4
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breakdown, sickness or any other force major. Any additional that result, such as 

extra hotel accommodation, flight or road transport will be on your charge and 

must be paid directly at the spot.  

Please understand, there are certain hazards involved in your adventurous and 

culture holidays which you must accept at your own risk. The company will not 

be liable for any illness major or minor injury, death sustained during neither the 

trip, nor it will be liable for any uninsured losses of your property and other 

losses during the trip.  

 

7. Travel insurance 

 

This is mandatory for all clients travelling on any tour/ trek or independent 

itinerary arranged by us. You are responsible for obtaining adequate insurance 

covering expenses of unexpected as mentioned in liab ility paragraph. the loss of 

baggage, medical expenses, helicopter (air or ground) rescue, injury, death, 

repatriation, cancellation and curtailment of the itinerary.  

 

*It is strongly advised that clients take out insurance to cover the unexpected 

and cancellation charges.  

  

 

8. Refund 

 

No refund will be made for any unused services included in the tour / trek cost. 

No refund will be payable to any client who voluntarily or obliged to leaves a 

trip enroute, clients are responsible to bare their own expenses, expenses of such 

as escort, transport, hotels and other related services occurred due to such 

circumstances. 

For foreign nation participants additional charges will be add on to buy the 

foreign currency, (hence buying the currency charges has to be borne by clients) 

bank transfer (wire transfer) charges and other administrative paperwork to be 

completed which is quite long exhausted process, we request you to  understand 

and co-operate with. We will do our best possible to deal such cases respecting 

the present circumstances.  

 

 

 

https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian6
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9. Decision of Tour / trek leader or Guide 

 

Client agree to accept the authority and the decision of the tour/ trek leader or 

escort appointed by the company whilst on tour with the company. If in the 

opinion of the tour/ trek leader, any client‟s behaviour is detrimental to the 

safety, welfare or harmonious state of the group as a whole, the client may be 

asked to leave the tour / trek without any right of refund and all extra expenses 

caused will be on his/her charge.  

The organisers or any individual connected with the camp shall not be hel d 

responsible of any accident or any unforeseen natural calamity  

Last moment changes on programme will not be acceptable. Final decision on 

any dispute will be taken by HIMALAYAN FRONTIERS Pvt. Ltd. only.  

Participants are not allowed to go out of campsite without permission of 

Himalayan Frontier authorities.  

Participants are expected to be in discipline. One can be dismissed from the 

programme/camp who found to be misbehaving with any individual or staff 

members, without prior notice.  

 

10. Team Spirit 

 

Remember there are certain challenges in your adventure holidays, during the 

trek you may encounter bad weather, your co-trekkers may injure or tired, you 

should not hesitate to give hand to those who are seeking for help.   

You will encounter mountain stream which has to be cross by human chain or by 

other relevant method under supervision of our expert and experienced tour 

guide / trek leader. Every participant is advised to follow their instruction to the 

safety and welfare of everyone. Remember that every hazardous situation can be 

successfully dealt when we work in team, so please keep the team spirit alive at 

every instant. 

 

Note: Multiuse light Plastic sneakers or shoes which can be easily dry are 

advised to carry to cross the mountain streams and also can use as camp shoes.  

 

11. Leave the foot prints behind but not the trash 

 

Himalayan Frontiers is very sensible about environments concern. This is our 

extreme responsibility together to take serious care of our surrounding. If we 

expect / appreciate to travel in trash free zone, it‟s very important  to let the zone 

https://www.himalayanfrontiers.com/activities/hampta-pass-chandratal#accordian8
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trash free to others. We request every participant to not litter any single wrapper, 

any items of non-biodegradable, such items should be brought back to the camp 

site everyday and dispose at the dust bin of camp or the best will be to bri ng 

down to Manali at the Himalayan Frontiers camp site, hand over to the team 

members on arrival who will further care of it very responsibly. Contribution of 

each participant to this initiative will be highly appreciated.  

Our slogan is: “Leave the foot prints behind but not the trash”. 

 

12. Booking & Cancellation 

 

40% of total programme cost should be deposited in advance for booking.  

Balance payment should be made at least 7 days before the tour begins.  

The amount paid once is not transferable to any other programme /tour or to any 

other individual(s)/group or for any other service.  

No refund shall be made if participant(s) drop/terminate from program at any 

point due to any reason.  

One has to take care of his/her individual luggage. In case of loss or damage 

customer himself will be responsible for the same.   

The organizers or any individual connected with the tour shall not be held 

responsible of any accident or any unforeseen natural calamity.  

Bank charges has to be paid by the Client.  

 

13. Refund Policy 

 

S.No. Cancellation Period (Before the Tour Begins)   Refund%  

1 30 days 100% 

2 15 days               50% 

3   7 days 15% 

4 Less than 7 days  Nil 
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